Abstract
Introduction
In the target detection system, speed and accuracy have become increasingly demanding, with the development of image processing technology [1] . The multi-angle image sensor and target detection technology has become a research hotspot [2] . The traditional object motion estimation algorithm includes major time difference, background subtraction and optical flow, which belong to the field of machine learning.
In recent years, with the development of bionics theory in image processing technology, it has been widely applied to the field of moving object detecting. There are many of advantages in receiving and processing visual information of the insect's compound eye after millions of years' evolution, which help it to extract the information of moving objects quickly and accurately from the complex environment, and estimate the target's direction of movement easily [3] .
Based on the principles of animal compound-eye and the unique mechanism of receiving and processing of visual information, a new artificial compound imaging system and moving object detection algorithm is proposed. So if the target motion and rapid estimation mechanism of the compound eye can be applied to the comprehensive survey of target detection, location estimation, target tracking, etc., we will receive a profound impact on the visual navigation and machine vision and other fields.
Figure 1. Physiological Structure of Fly's Compound Eye
Each eye is divided into four parts, that is a cornea, a photoreceptor, light-lock doors and visual center, according to exert different functions in imaging process. These small eyes perceive any movement accepted by different space distribution of light intensity. The coding of moving objects' information including environmental structure, spatial location and texture, not only remain at the level of retinal images, but also reprocessed by via multi-dimensional photoreceptor array of itself eye [6] . Single photoreceptor receives only the partial brightness information of the moving object, but its information can not be integrated and processed independently.
As a result, the effective moving information of objects can not be able to calculate accurately. However, the effective information can be capture by integrating, from an array of photoreceptors in different directions. Flies have a high speed and azimuth resolution capability, and can capture the target quickly.
Target Detection Model of the Fly's Nervous System
There are many detectors named EMD in the fly's nervous system, and that they are responsive to any motion but also for direction of motion. The moving information processing of the fly's visual nervous system by EMD, include several stages: (a) A local optical receivers get the information, and then pass it to the corresponding detector; (b) The local detectors detect the moving information perpendicular to its own local edge; (c) Integrate and calculate these results from all the detectors, and get the real moving object information finally.
The simplified mode of elementary motion detector (EMD) is shown in Figure 2 (a) below. EMD model is extremely sensitive to the direction of motion, and the velocity can be estimated. In this figure, A and B represent two signal channels, corresponding to different points in space vision, which spatial separation is   that is small. D represents a delay unit. If the goal moves from A to B, the signal from A processed through D, multiply the signal from B, and then produce a positive output. The result is negative when the goal moves from B to A. Finally, the total output R of the entire motion detector will be produced by adding two signals' output. When the velocity and the delay time are matched, the maximum output of EMD model is obtained. Due to the lightness pattern in the nature is two-dimensional, and the moving direction is arbitrary, the EMD model extended from the one-dimensional theory to twodimensional space is beneficial. Two-dimensional EMD is shown in Figure 2 (b), is composed of two orthogonal EMD facing different directions. Dimensional moving information, including speed and direction, is named motion vector. To obtain motion vector, several pairs of detectors should be placed in different directions at each corresponding position on the retina. Since the motion can only be represented by a vector, and thus movement information can not be calculated and characterized from a single light receiving unit. Mathematical theory of EMD as follows:
Each orthogonal EMD is composed of two primary motion detectors, respectively located at the X and Y directions. Suppose * V is a the output vector for EMD, and V is a graphics motion vector of the target, then we have 
Where  represents the delay constant, and T relate to brightness function of moving object information and its primary and secondary differential [7] .
Suppose m is the mode of * V , satisfies 
Suppose that A is the output matrix of the moving image filter
 is the correlation operator, and  is defined the time computing the motion for EMD.
E is a binary matrix , satisfies [ ( , , ) ] E e x y t  (9) e is defined by [ ( , , ) ] e I m x y t   (10) Where  is threshold, and I is the unit step response function. Then equation (11) can be approximated by:
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To achieve the moving detection in a wide environment, use a certain size of twodimensional array of EMDs. Integrate all of output' vector, we can characterize the object's movement [8] .
Imaging System of Artificial Compound-Eye
The simulation imaging system of compound eye is designed in this paper, based on studying the structure of the fly visual system physiology and mathematical model, emulated through software, and later the function of motion detection is established. Figure 3 shown is important component of the entire test system. The target image captured by the camera, and later the motion vector can be obtained and shown after preprocessing the information, filtering out noise, suppressing the background, calculating through EMD mode. 
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Reference on structure of compound eye, the imaging system is constituted of planar micro-lens array and CCD devices. And then use the function of a computer and the method of moving object detection to achieve image acquisition easily and effectively.
The multi-aperture system is shown in Figure 4 , with a micro-lens array ( 2 3 )  . These 6 micro-lens have the same parameters, as follows: focal length is 2.2mm, aperture diameter is1.8 m m , the center spacing of two adjacent lens is 0 .4 8 m m , FOV is 30 o , length is 0 .5 c m , and is named 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 2 3 , , , , , a a a a a a respectively. Without considering the interference of the image forming process and the information loss, there will be 23  image array appear on the detector array when target signal through the lens array. And then the imaging function of parallel type compound eye can be achieved by using the appropriate processing. To achieve good imaging results，not only to meet the physical parameters of each lens is the same，but also to meet the same transfer matrix, i.e. All of the lens elements have the same image distance and its image plane must be coplanar when lie on the same object plane. Generally speaking ， for a target object, N discrete sub-image can be obtained through the lens array consisting of N micro-lens, which is multi-image [9] .
The compound-eye imaging system is shown in Figure 3 , which important structural is an object, micro-lens array and the detector array. The overlapping area of image is formed through the focusing lens array by adjusting the relative position between these three parts. The imaging characteristics and principle of image acquisition with the imaging system this system can be described as [10] [11] :
(a) Field goal is divided to nm  units, as a result, which image formed is a twodimensional one. Let O ij be any one target cell image, i=1,2,…n, j=1,2,…m. Target image can be used throughout the matrix O, which can be expressed as:
(b) For the lens array composed of micro-lenses, the spatial location L can be calculated by: 
Object imaged effect from the micro-lens array is same. At the same time, the information of an arbitrary portion of the object not only exist independently, and also not lost any more. Owing to the following two points made in simulation experiments: every different photosensitive unit can be imaged independently, and that, all of the photosensitive pixels can be constructed with the order of the object [12] .
This method solves the problem of achieving the three main aspects describes as follows:
(a) The integration issue with a large number of eyes has been solved. However, there are many shortcomings of using the conventional lenses that the volume is huge and the number is limited.
(b) It is effective to solve the issue that all the simultaneous imaging and processing with all of small eyes.
(c) It is a low-cost way to achieve a solution with the compound imaging system.
Moving Target Detection Simulation
The scenario of interest for the experiment is a small moving object, which is close to the imaging system. It is moving in uniform linear motion, and the direction of movement parallel to the face of the system. In order to solve the problem of the image extraction, according to the distribution of its structure on the CCD sensor, images captured from the system should be to partition division, and then a consistent length and width of the target image formed. The diagram of moving object detection is shown in Figure 5 . 
Image Acquisition and Image Segmentation
When we get the image sequence, slightly movement of background happened resulting from the camera trembling position. Because EMD motion detector for any movement within the detection range is extremely sensitive, increase the difficulty of background interference in target detection. Research focus of this paper is to achieve detection of moving targets rapidly, basing on the characteristics of the movement sequences under complex background, using the algorithm combining background suppression and EMD model, and then validate through the software emulation [13] [14] . An improved dynamic image sequence segmentation method based on the physical structure of the imaging system is proposed in this paper. Original Frames dynamic image sequences from 21 a and 22 a in shown in Figure 6 . The 4th image of 22 a is named "zje4.bmp", and the 4th one of 21 a is named "yje4.bmp", and so on. 
Background Suppression with High-Pass Filter and Morphological Filter
In order to get moving image, a special high-speed camera has to be used, but still there exists more noise when taking photos of moving subjects than the static ones. In addition, image signal is often interfered by many kinds of noise when produced, transmitted and recorded. The quality of image must be improved by filtering technology before other processing [15] . It is important to decrease noise，and extrude the object from complex background in image preprocessing.
Figure 7. Image Sequence in Temporal-Spatial Domain
Learn from visual information processing method of the nervous system from the compound eyes, the target detecting system proposed consist of two parts: background suppression and target detection. Background suppression module is a prerequisite, to protect the subsequent detection. In the stage of background suppression, the processing mechanism is similar to XOR operation, completed between the nerve cells. After the suppression of network processing, the same information can be weakened or even International Journal of Multimedia and Ubiquitous Engineering Vol. 11, No.4 (2016) 
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To insure the reliability of target detection, we adopt the logical arithmetic of mathematical morphology, gray-gradient method, in terms of features of sequential images shown in Figure 7 . The noise and interference restrain effectively in the image, and then we get the moving track of small target [16] [17] . It can be observed in the adjacent two images from images sequence, the gray value of pixel at the location of the ball is different clearly. But the other remains unchanged. In this paper, the image on the compound eye reduction processing can take advantage of this critical information [18] . Figure 8 shows background suppression flow chart, the concrete operating procedure as follow:
Image sequence In other words, provided the original image sequence is represented as ( , , ) X Y t , where X is the length, Y is the width, and t is the number of that. Extract each column of pixels of all the images, after realignment，the number of images changes to beY . The 3-dimensional of the new image sequence represent ( , , ) X t Y [19] . The change of gradient of gray image ( , ) Xt between the moving object and background is significant. A partial sequence of new images is obtained, and the horizontal axis represents time axis, the vertical is the x-axis coordinate axes. How to get these pixels which gray values changes?
(b) High-pass filter processing is useful to get these pixels which gray values changes. According to the imaging difference of object, and background clutter, a high-pass filtering method based on and N-frame track accumulating of the moving object is presented.
(c) Do the inverse processing for these images after the above treatment, As can be seen from the figure, background suppression algorithm proposed is effective. Gray information has been retained, the same to the other structural information of the image. This will be of great benefit for the accuracy and speed of motion detection.
Motion Vector Information Processed by EMD
In order to obtain the motion vector information，the paper presents the relevant class Reichardt series model algorithm for a imagine sequence, based on the primary motion detector mode shown in Figure 11 . Compare these two groups of image sequences from different eyes, and then find out two images with the maximum correlation coefficient, that contain the target information.
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Figure 11. Diagram of Speed Vector Calculated by EMD
In order to obtain a clear and intuitive description of target motion, the velocity magnitude is represented by different gray values. Based on the law of that, the delay time is inversely proportional to the target moving velocity. More rapidly the target move, the greater gradation display.
As the example of 22 a ， which mode of velocity calculated as follows: Set X and Y as the vector mode of velocity in the +V h and -V h direction respectively, are defined by 
Where M 1~Mp is the weight of velocity, and M 1 is maximum one, M p is minimum one [20] . Suppose S is the vector mode of dimensional velocity, we have
So calculated, we can draw the whole velocity vector. According to the above processing, the result of two groups of images sequences shown in Figure 11 is present. For example, compare the 4th from of 22 a and the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th frames from 21 a , make the correlation calculation, and then find out and add up two images with the maximum correlation coefficient, we can get the target In the Figure 12 , the processed image with the maximum correlation between the 4th frame from 21 a and 5th from 22 a . And so on, we get part of the maximum correlation image shown in Figure 13 .
Figure 13. Object Image Sequence Processed by EMD
Add the above images with max correlation coefficient, and then we get the trajectory map in the whole movement time, shown in Figure 14 .
Figure 14. Diagram of Object Moving State
The coordinate of each center point of these targets calculated is 8, 25, 41, 56, 72, 87 (pixels). The distance between two adjacent targets is 17, 16, 15, 16, 15 respectively. The computing result accords with the general law of uniform motion.
As can be seen from the experiments, imaging systems and target detection algorithm proposed in this paper, which can detect moving targets on the two-dimensional plane accurately, and showing the actual state of motion in the target environment basically.
Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrate a new artificial compound imaging system, which consists of micro-lens array and planar array CCD devices, refers on the insect model. For the object-detecting function, a simplified two-layer model is presented as follows: (a) On the background suppression models, firstly we used the feature of gray gradient on background and moving image, three-dimensional space transformation is processed on these image sequences firstly, and then through high-pass filter and morphological filter
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC processing. As a result, background information is suppressed and object enhanced. (b) On the object detection model, the algorithm of target tracking in relevant imaging sequence are proposed, takes a motion detector (EMD) as a reference. Preliminary experimental results for target tracking show that detect moving targets on the twodimensional plane and show the actual state of motion in the target environment accurately.
Based on the discussion the visual system of compound eyes of insects, the imaging system of artificial compound-eye and algorithm of moving object detection proposed in this paper is feasible, and has a highly practical application value.
